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bstract. Motion vectors correlate very well with other
eighboring motion vectors. Thus, many macroblocks have
ero residual motion vectors within their blocks after differ-
ntial pulse coded modulation using their individually pre-
icted motion vectors. Motivated by this observation, we de-
elop a new joint encoding scheme of motion vectors by
efining a new macroblock coding mode called pooled zero
otion vector difference coding to jointly code such cases
ore efficiently. Experimental results with several well-

nown video test sequences verify that the proposed
ethod improves the coding efficiency up to 6.2% compared

o the H.264�advanced video coding �AVC�. © 2008 Society of
hoto-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

n the H.264�advanced video coding �AVC� standard, the
otion-compensation process selects the best motion-

ompensation block size among many different sizes1 rang-
ng between 16�16 and 4�4. To signal the selected block
ize, the inter�coding�mode defines and signals the follow-
ng macroblock types: SKIP, P16�16, P16�8, P8�16,
nd
8�8. The inter�coding�mode of P8�8 can be further di-
ided into P8�4, P4�8, and P4�4 in a hierarchical fash-
on. The Joint Model �JM� H.264�AVC encoder2,3 estimates

otion vectors for each block size and selects the one that
erforms best in rate-distortion optimization. This fine
lock structure brings higher coding efficiency, but it gen-
rates up to 16 motion vectors, which means that there are
ore data to encode for motion vector information. In gen-

ral, decreasing the block size for motion compensation
lso decreases the prediction error. However, small motion-
ompensation block sizes are not frequently decided by
ate-distortion optimization because of increased motion
ector data. The current method for coding motion vectors
y the H.264�AVC is still inefficient because it uses at least
wo bits to signal the zero residual motion vector, even if it
s the same as its predicted motion vector. Furthermore, the
ero residual motion vectors are encoded individually.

We propose a new joint motion vector coding scheme
hat can represent the case very efficiently when the motion

091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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vector of each block is the same as the individual predicted
motion vector. This is achieved by pooled representation of
the zero residual motion vectors using a new
macroblock�type called PallzeroDMV mode.

2 Proposed Method

The compressed bitstream consists mainly of three kinds of
information: texture information, motion information, and
other information, such as headers. Usually, the texture in-
formation that represents transformed coefficients of pixel
data takes up most of the compressed bits. However, the bit
amount of motion information is not negligible unless the
motion is extremely simple or the texture is very complex
with low quantization parameter �QP�.

Figure 1 shows the relative bit portions of motion infor-
mation in total compressed bits with four different QP val-
ues. The sequence Foreman has a lot of motion, so it re-
quires a large number of bits to represent that motion, and
its relative portion increases as the bit rate decreases. When
QP=40, about 47% of the total bits represent the motion
information. The motion vectors of H.264�AVC are coded
differentially with respect to their motion vector predictors,
which are the medians of three motion vectors of the spa-
tially adjacent causal blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.

H.264�AVC does differential motion vector coding. The
motion vector residual mvd is calculated as:

mvd = mvE − pmv ,
�1�

pmv = median�mvA,mvB,mvC� ,

where mvE is the motion vector of the current block E, and
pmv is the median of its neighboring motion vectors, as
shown in Fig. 2. If block C is not available when comput-
ing Eq. �1�, then it is replaced by block D. Since motion
vectors correlate closely with their spatial neighbors, more
often than not the mvd is a zero vector. To maximize the
coding efficiency of motion vectors, it is critical to effec-
tively encode the cases that result in a zero vector of mvd
because it happens very frequently. The current standard in
H.264�AVC in this regard is to use 2 bits per block �one bit
to indicate a zero value of the x component of mvd, and the
other one bit for its y component�.

In the JM H.264�AVC reference software,4 motion vec-
tor selection is achieved by minimizing the rate-distortion
optimization criterion:

J = D + �R ,
�2�

R = Rmv + Rref ,

where Rmv is the rate of the motion vector difference �i.e.,
mvd�, and Rref is the rate of the reference frame index. The
macroblock mode is decided by minimizing the rate-
distortion cost among all block partitions �16�16, . . . ,
4�4�.

We note that in low bit-rate applications, motion vector
data may take a more dominant bit portion than texture
data. In this case, the inefficient motion vector coding will
lead to significantly lower coding efficiency. In the
H.264�AVC standard, the DIRECT mode coding in B
frames need not transmit the motion vector because the
decoder can infer it by using the motion vectors of previ-
December 2008/Vol. 47�12�1
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usly decoded macroblocks. Similarly, the P�SKIP mode in
frames sends neither the motion vector nor residual tex-

ure information. The motion vector is inferred by the me-
ian motion vector predictor of the 16�16 macroblock in
he same way. This is possible because the motion vector of
he current macroblock correlates well with those of neigh-
oring macroblocks. These ideas inspired us to develop our
ew motion vector coding method based on a pooled rep-
esentation of zero residual motion vectors. In sixteen 4

4 motion compensation blocks, we make a pooled repre-
entation of the 16 zero mvds. The cases of macroblock
egmentation in the smallest block size happen frequently
nly if they can override the rate burden of motion vector
ata since smaller block size for motion compensation
rings small prediction error. We signal the pooled mvd by
efining a new macroblock�type mode in P�Predictive�
lices. This mode is called PallzeroDMV, and it indicates
hat the following conditions are jointly satisfied:

Fig. 1 Bit proportion of motion vector data

Fig. 2 Motion vector prediction.
ptical Engineering 120501-
• The block size for motion compensation is 4�4.
• The reference frame is the one closest in the reference

frame memory to the current picture
• mvd=0 for each of the 16 blocks in the macroblock.

For the PallzeroDMV mode, the rate-distortion criterion
is proposed as follows:

JPallzeroDMV = DPallzeroDMV + �RPallzeroDMV,
�3�

RPallzeroDMV = Rmv + Rref = 0,

where DPallzeroDMV is the distortion introduced by all sixteen
4�4 motion compensation blocks in the PallzeroDMV
mode. Here, Rmv and Rref have zero rate, since
PallzeroDMV mode does not send a motion vector nor a
reference frame index to the decoder.

The proposed PallzeroDMV mode is easily accommo-
dated in the H.264 encoder by adding the additional mode,
as shown in Table 1. If all sixteen 4�4 block motion vec-
tors are equal to each predicted motion vector, then the total
number of bits in H.264�AVC to represent all motion vec-
tors is 32 bits. However, by implementing the proposed
macroblock mode PallzeroDMV, it can be represented us-
ing only 3 bits for the macroblock�type. This is possible
because the zero differential motion vectors are pooled and
jointly represented by only one macroblock�type. Under the
PallzeroDMV mode, a decoder can infer the 16 motion vec-
tors as individual predicted motion vectors �PMVs�, and the
reference index as zero. Note that the proposed Pallz-
eroDMV mode coding does not require any extra motion
search to calculate the rate-distortion cost of the
PallzeroDMV mode.

pressed bitstream �H.264�AVC@baseline�.
in com
December 2008/Vol. 47�12�2
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Experimental Results

o evaluate the performance of the proposed pooled coding
cheme, we implemented it on the JM12.3 encoder refer-
nce software.3 In the simulation, we considered the base-
ine profile; three reference frames; context adaptive vari-
ble length coding entropy coding; the IPPP coding
tructure; full motion search with �32 search range; QP
alues of 28, 32, 36, 40; and a total encoding of 150
rames. We used Foreman, Coastguard, Paris, and Silent
equences of common intermediate format �CIF� size, Jets,
ight, and Bigships sequences of 720�576 standard defi-
ition �SD� size; and Night, ShuttleStart, and Crew se-
uences of 720-p high definition �HD� size. The coding
fficiency of the proposed method is compared with that of
he H.264�AVC encoder under the identical conditions. For

numerical comparison, we use the Bjontegaard Delta bit
ate �BDBR� and Bjontegaard Delta peak signal-to-noise
atio �PSNR� �BDPSNR�.5 The plus sign of BDPSNR and
inus sign of BDBR indicate better PSNR and better bit

ate reduction of the proposed method compared to those of
ts anchor case, respectively.

Table 2 shows that the proposed motion vector coding
ethod is better than that of the current H.264�AVC by an

verage of 3.83% in BDBR and 0.13 dB in BDPSNR. In
articular, the proposed method has much higher coding
fficiency than that of H.264�AVC baseline in the Foreman
nd the ShuttleStart sequences. Based on the bit portion
tatistics in Fig. 1, this is somewhat expected—the Fore-
an has a lot of motion, and its motion information con-

umes a relatively large portion of the compressed bit bud-
et. Therefore, a more efficient motion vector coding
ethod has made a distinctive difference. These results

erify that our proposed motion vector encoding approach
sing the new pooled zero differential motion vector coding
s more efficient than the H.264�AVC video coding stan-
ard.

Table 1 Proposed inter�coding�mode of macroblock in P-slices.

mb�type Code No. of bits Name of mb�type

0 “1” 1 P16�16

1 “010” 3 PallzeroDMV

2 “011” 3 P16�8

3 “00100” 5 P8�16

4 “00101” 5 P8�8

5 “00110” 5 P8�8ref0

Inferred Run coding — P�SKIP
ptical Engineering 120501-
4 Conclusion

We propose a new motion vector coding method using
pooled zero differential motion vector representation. It is
realized by defining a new macroblock�type called the
PallzeroDMV mode. Experimental results show that the
proposed coding method achieves a BDBR gain of
1.53% �6.16% with no increase in complexity.
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Table 2 Coding performance of proposed method.

Sequence
BDPSNR

�dB�
BDBR

�%�

Foreman �CIF, 30 fps� 0.28 −5.91

Coastguard �CIF, 30 fps� 0.09 −2.58

Paris �CIF, 15 fps� 0.08 −1.53

Silent �CIF, 15 fps� 0.17 −3.99

Jets �SD, 30 fps� 0.20 −4.33

Night �SD, 30 fps� 0.13 −3.09

Bigships �SD, 30 fps� 0.18 −4.52

Night �HD, 30 fps� 0.15 −3.56

ShuttleStart �HD, 30 fps� 0.19 −6.16

Crew �HD, 30 fps� 0.10 −2.64

Average 0.15 −3.83
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